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Contour and tree position map created by ArcView from

ground survey data. What’s wrong with this picture ?
Manual processing of ground survey data.

A

What is LiDAR? How Does it work?

re inventory costs killing you? Frustrated that you

can’t seem to get reliable, operational scale maps

produced despite all that mapping technology your

staff is using? A solution is finally available!

In 2010, an innovative remote sensing technology was field

tested in Indonesia. The results show great promise for

providing a wide range of standard as well as dramatically

enhanced mapping and analysis options available to the

management team of a typical forest concession.

LiDAR stands for “light detection and ranging”, similar to the

better known radar or “radio detection and ranging” except

LiDAR uses a pulsing laser to send out the signal. With

LiDAR, distance measurements are made by sending a pulse

of laser light out from the LiDAR sensor, then recording the

return pulse(s) and converting round trip time to distance

based on the speed of light.

Measurements are made in 3 dimensions (X,Y, and Z).

When operated on an airborne platform such as a fixed wing

airplane or helicopter with the LiDAR system viewing down,

the system can map terrain, land cover (vegetation), and

structures (buildings, power lines, etc.) with accuracies

measured in centimeters.

Current LiDAR systems send out more than 100,000 pulses

per second, enabling the mapping of more than 10,000

hectares in a typical day. The resolution and accuracy of

LiDAR mapping is similar to aerial photography (but much

higher resolution than satellite data) and results in more

complete and accurate measurements.

The additional advantage of LiDAR is that all measurements

are made in three dimensions. Even though the laser pulses

cannot penetrate vegetation, some of the laser energy can

often find a way through small gaps in the forest canopy to

reach the ground. Each outgoing laser pulse spreads out as

it moves towards the ground, and will typically generate

more than one “return” pulse – such as from the top of a

tree canopy, branches and understory, as well as from the

ground.

The Tropical Forest Foundation (TFF) stresses the need for

operational scale contour and tree position maps as the

starting point for the adoption of a Reduced Impact Logging

(RIL) management regime. Since the Ministry of Forests

requires that companies submit operational scale tree

position maps with their annual cutting permit (RKT)

applications, it makes good sense to combine topographic

data collection with the mandatory 100% inventory

requirement.

The field procedure for conducting this 100% tree mapping

and ground-based topographic data collection is consistent

across the Indonesian forest community. Not surprisingly,

The cost (and problems) of conventional, ground based

mapping.

100% inventory and mapping costs of $5 to $6 per hectare

are standard throughout the Indonesian forest concessions.

Only a handful of companies have so far developed the in-

house capabilities to produce contour and tree position

maps from ground based surveys. Many projects and

companies have tried to develop this capacity by applying

computer mapping techniques without understanding the

limits of a computer that has to process inaccurate data. The

result is often a map that looks good, but has no logical

integrity and is, consequently useless for planning purposes

…. the familiar story of “garbage-in: garbage-out!!”

The results of an airborne LiDAR survey are a highly detailed

terrain maps (“bald earth” with all vegetation and buildings

removed), plus other valuable information including canopy

height, canopy closure or gaps, hydrological (stream) flow,

and slope maps. This type of detail is typically not resolvable

from satellite data, and enables applications that require

accurate monitoring of forest stand structure and health.

One additional consideration for applications requiring

forest monitoring is that the high resolution and accuracy of

LiDAR data enables traceable and reproducible

measurements, which

are invaluable for any

a p p l i c a t i o n t h a t

re q u i re s re p e ate d

monitoring with regard

to change over time,

s u c h a s M R V

(Measuring, Reporting

and Verification).

How can LiDAR meet your mapping and information

requirements?

Available Products

In addition to assisting the creation of the accurate tree

position maps. LiDAR can be used to produce the following

products :

• Highly accurate topographical maps with contours

down to 0.5 meter resolution. Streams can be

superimposed on such a base map. Survey lines

(jalurs) used to map tree locations can be accurately

positioned on these accurate base maps using

standard GPS technology, thus eliminating the need to

collect contour information during the tree mapping

exercise.

Such maps are ‘basic output’ available in paper and

digital format at any scale.

• Automated interpretation software can analyze tree

heights and produce tree height maps, which can

provide a strong indication where trees of commercial

interest are concentrated.

About the authors:

Ron Behrendt is a geospatial business development consultant for Credent

Technology (Asia) Pte. Ltd. You can e-mail Ron at ron@credent-asia.com.
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Credent Technology can simultaneously capture high resolution color or

color infrared imagery (CIR) along with the LiDAR. The CIR imagery can be

helpful to foresters for species identification, etc.
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For more information on LiDAR technology and

mapping for your concession, contact :

,

85 Science Park Drive, #02-01

The Cavendish, Singapore Science Park,

Singapore 118259.

Tel. (65) 6779-0177, Fax (65) 6779-0717,

Ron Behrendt ron@credent-asia.com or consult

further on www.credent-asia.com

Credent Technology (Asia) Pte Ltd.

Tree height map easily illustrates the location of trees with

various heights.

Contour map generated by LiDAR. Base line and inventory

jalurs positioned on map usingGPS coordinates.

The canopy closure map  identifies gaps in the forest canopy.

Raw LiDAR Data.

Note location of skid trail detected by LiDAR despite

overarching crown closure.

Various community activities such as settlements,

gardens, shifting cultivation and plantations can also

be extracted from the LiDAR data.

• The location and dimensions of existing skid trails,

haul roads and log decks as well as roads, bridges, and

other existing infrastructure, is easily captured by

LiDAR and can be presented in various mapping

formats.

Airborne LiDAR data is commonly collected simultaneously

with color or color infrared aerial photography. From one

single over flight, great potential exists for not only

extracting valuable information from the data, but also

creating the opportunity to analyze and visualize important

aspects of the forest and terrain in a variety of formats.

With the information derived from the LiDAR data,

numerous types of analysis can be performed to assist with

the concession’s operational and monitoring activities.

These can include:

• The creation of slope maps by slope category, easily

delineating areas of steep slope to be avoided as well

Just The Beginning

Analysis :

as quantifying the number of hectares that must be

precluded from harvest activities.

• Using RIL guidelines for the various stream categories,

buffer the river and streams and quickly and accurately

calculate the area occupied by riparian buffer zones.

• Using the tree height maps, identify by location, all

trees within certain height strata (e.g. > 30m & < 40m).

Fortunately, tools to extract information from LiDAR data

are becoming more common and easier to use. For

example, it is now possible to view and examine the forest in

3D using a standard PC and make measurements such as

height and crown diameter on a tree-by-tree basis directly

from the LiDAR data, thus contributing directly to more

accurate tree stand inventories.

Many Indonesian concessions are developing GIS mapping

capabilities along with GPS ground information mapping

capabilities. Since LiDAR data is digital in nature, it is

compatible with almost all GIS, CAD, and forest engineering

& planning software programs. Examples include Esri’s

ArcGIS (http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/

pdfs/lidar-analysis-forestry.pdf), Softree’s RoadEng forest

engineering program. (http://www.softree.com/Products

/Forestry.aspx), and Google Earth.

With the success of programs such as Google Earth, it is now

much easier to communicate the information and the

results from the analysis in a graphical context.

One of the greatest attractions of a LiDAR data acquisition is

that final products can be provided to the client in a variety

of hard copy formats (maps) as well as in digital format

making further client based analysis and data use for

various GIS applications a functioning reality.

The issue of cost always seems to be a stumbling block to the

deployment of new technology. Even when a user

acknowledges the benefits that LiDAR brings to the table,

they usually have the impression that until the technology

has been ‘around the block’ a couple more times, it is too

risky too use and probably still too costly to be considered.

On the contrary, it is the perception rather than the reality

about cost that holds back many potential LiDAR

acquisitions which could have brought real cost and

efficiency benefits to an individual company’s needs.

In most instances, a LiDAR data acquisition can be much

Compatibility with other mapping systems

Communications and Visualization:

Cost

lower in cost per hectare than a field survey. For an area of

interest greater than 50,000 Ha, a LiDAR collection typically

costs less than US$3.00 per ha; and for a smaller area,

vendors will offer to combine multiple small projects under

a single mobilization exercise done at the vendor’s time

schedule to lessen the cost to the client.

In addition, since the inception of LiDAR technology, the

efficiency in the collection and processing workflow has

increased multi-fold. Combined with the larger number of

sensors in operation, the operational efficiency and market

forces continue to drive the cost to the client’s benefit.

Airborne LiDAR systems bring exciting opportunities and

benefits to managers of forest concessions. The ability to

quickly produce accurate operational scale contour and tree

position maps, even in extremely remote locations will

assist with fulfilling government reporting requirements.

More importantly, LiDAR output can greatly enhance the

Summary

accuracy of long term development planning as well

providing an accurate basis for the operational planning

called for under an RIL management system.

The rich data collected by a single LiDAR over-flight

provides numerous opportunities to create information on

the land, vegetation, and associated infrastructure, which

enables useful analysis to assist in a wide variety of

operational planning and reporting activities.

The combination of paper and digital products provides

never before achieved flexibility for the technical staff of a

forest concession to access

data and develop products

from the digital data set that

can satisfy a wide range of

management needs.

Finally, in addition to using

the information obtained

from LiDAR as traditional

paper maps, using common

programs like Google Earth,

c o m m u n i c a t i n g a n d

visualizing the forest and the

terrain becomes easy and cost

effective and provides a powerful communications tool for

progressive forest companies.
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